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1. Introduction 
 
• Davis (2008) presents a complex picture of Condition C (=Principle C) effects in 

St’at’imcets: 
o Pronouns can co-refer with a DP they c-command interclausally; 
o Pronouns cannot co-refer with a DP they c-command intraclausally; 
o Strong crossover (SCO) effects hold; 
o Cataphora is widespread and unconstrained; 
o Non-pronominal nominal DPs can appear to be bound in focused and ellipsis 

sentences. 
 
• His account makes the following alterations to previously proposed theories of 

binding: 
o He argues that classic Condition C is parametrized to apply within different 

domains in languages;  
o He revises Reinhart (2006) by adding a new definition for covaluation to 

account for the presence of SCO effects; 
o He revises Linking Theory (Hornstein 1995) to account for the cataphora 

patterns. 
 
• In this presentation, we will discuss and evaluate Davis’ account of the St’at’imcets 

data. 
 

2. Condition C: Data 
 

• Classic Condition C:  
A pronoun cannot be co-indexed with an R-expression that it c-commands. 
 

• Upper St’at’imcets shows systematic violations of Principle C: 
o Pronouns (usually but not always null) can be co-valued with an R-expression 

it c-commands when the binder is in superordinate clause and the R-
expression in subordinate clause.  

 
• Examples: R-expressions in complement clauses, relative clauses, and adjunct clauses  

can be bound by a pronoun in the matrix clause (p.10): 
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(16) tsút=tu7 [kw=s=cuz’ nas ts’úqwaz’-am s=Mary natcw]
say(3SU)=PAST [DET=NOM=going.to go fish-MID NOM=Mary tomorrow]
“Maryi said shei was going fishing tomorrow.” (Literally: proi said Maryi was going
fishing tomorrow.)7

(17) kw7íkwlacw i=sít.st=as [kw=s=cuz’ 
dream(3SU) when (PAST)=night=3CNJ [DET=NOM=going.to
 melyíh-s-as kw=s=Mary ta=níw-s=a]

marry-CAUS-3ERG DET=NOM=Mary DET=sweetheart-3POSS=EXIS]
“Maryi dreamed last night that shei was going to marry heri sweetheart.” (Literally:
proi dreamed last night that Maryi was going to marry heri sweetheart.)

(18) cúz’=lhkacw=ha sáw-en [lh=ts’um’qs-án’-as
going.to=2SG.SU=YNQ ask-TRA [COMP=kiss-TRA-3ERG

s=Mary ta=níw-s=a i=gáp=as]
NOM=Mary DET=sweetheart-3POSS=EXIS when(PAST)=evening=3CNJ]

“Are you going to ask Maryi if shei kissed heri sweetheart last night?” (Literally: Are
you going to ask proi if Maryi kissed heri sweetheart last night.)

(19) áts’x-en-as ta=sqáycw=a [ta=taw-en-ás=a 
see-TRA-3ERG DET=man=EXIS [DET=sell-TRA-3ERG=EXIS

s=Mary ta=púkw=a]
NOM=Mary DET=book=EXIS]

“Maryi saw the man shei sold the book to.” (Literally: proi saw the man Maryi sold
the book to.)

(20) áts’x-en-as ta=sqáycw=a [ta=naq’w-ens-táli=ha
see-TRA-3ERG DET=man=EXIS [DET=steal-TRA-TOP=EXIS

s=Bill ta=ts’qáxa7-s=a]
NOM=Bill DET=horse-3POSS=EXIS]

“Billi saw the man who stole hisi horse.” (Literally: proi saw the man who stole
Billi’s horse.)

(21) papt  wa7 ka-nq’sán’k-a  [lh=ka-láx-s-as-a
always IMPF OOC-laugh-OOC [COMP=OOC-recall-CAUS-3ERG-OOC

kw=s=John ti7 ku=qwámqwmet száyten]
DET=NOM=John that DET=funny incident]

“Johni always laughs when hei remembers that funny incident.” (Literally: “proi

                                                                        

7 In St’át’imcets, as in other Salish languages, predicates that select for clausal complements can
be either formally intransitive (as in (16) and (17)) or formally transitive (as in (18)).
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3. Structural ambiguities 

 
3.1. Strategies for avoiding ambiguity in example sentences 

 
• Davis points out that showing that Principle C violations occur in St’at’imcets is not 

straightforward: pro-drop and word order flexibility allow for a possible reanalysis of 
potential Principle C-violating structures into  Principle C-respecting structures: 

 

 
 
• He employs various strategies to ensure that such ambiguities are not present, 

including: 
o Using a temporal or locative adverb outside the Condition C-violating DP that 

unambiguously modifies the subordinate clause and not the matrix clause (e.g. 
16, 22); 

o Forcing VSO order in subordinate clauses containing Condition C-violating 
subjects; 

o Employing a double object construction with the subordinate theme DP 
outside of the Condition C-violating goal DP (19) 

o Using possessor scrambling to ensure that a Condition C-defying possessor 
cannot be construed as the matrix subject [Note: Generally, possessors follow 
the head noun, but they can be scrambled to precede it]. 
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always laughs when Johni remembers that funny incident.”)

(22) skenkín [lh=w=as nmatq xát’em ti7
slow [COMP=IMPF=3CNJ walk uphill that

ku=qelhmémen’ sqaycw áta7 tsítcw-s=a]
DET=old man to house-3POSS=EXIS]

“That old mani walks slowly uphill to hisi house.” (Literally: “proi is slow when that
old mani walks uphill to hisi house.”)8

(23) s-lheqw=wít t’u [tsícw.ecw i=ucwalmícw=a
STA-ride=3PL until [get.there(REDUP) PL.DET=people=EXIS

l=t=s=cúz’=i=ha tsítcw-em]
at=DET=NOM=going.to=3PL.POSS=EXIS house-MID]

“The peoplei rode horses until theyi reached where theyi were going to camp.”
(Literally: “Theyi rode horses until the peoplei reached where theyi were going to
camp.”).

It is important to point out that it is not straightforward to show Condition C violations in
St’át’imcets, since the extensive pro-drop and word order flexibility characteristic of the
language usually make alternative, Condition C-respecting structures available for potential
Condition C-violating strings. For example, since VOS order is unmarked in Upper St’át’imcets,
a DP in the final position of a biclausal structure can almost always be construed as a matrix
subject (as in the bracketing in (24a)), rather than as an element of the subordinate clause (as in
the bracketing in (24b)).

(24) a. tsut [kw=s=cuz’ nas ts’úqwaz’-am] s=Mary
say(3SU) [DET=NOM=going.to go fish-MID] NOM=Mary
“Maryi said shei was going fishing.” (Literally: Maryi said proi was going fishing.)

b. tsut [kw=s=cuz’ nas ts’úqwaz’-am s=Mary]
say(3SU) [DET=NOM=going.to go fish-MID NOM=Mary]
“Maryi said shei was going fishing.” (Literally: proi said Maryi was going fishing.)

In order to avoid this and similar problems, I have employed a number of strategies in the
examples given here to ensure that the relevant embedded DP cannot be construed as a matrix
clause argument. These strategies include the following:

                                                                        

8 This example is modeled on a similar Straits Salish example given by Jelinek and Demers
(1994: 724). However, in their example the DP subject is sentence-final, and thus ambiguous
between main clause and subordinate clause status. If the DP is interpreted as main clause
subject, there is no Condition C violation. I have therefore added a locative adjunct to ensure that
the DP is interpreted in the subordinate rather than the main clause.
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3.2. Arguments against alternative structural analyses 
 

• Davis (2008) argues that there is no structural explanation for the Condition C 
violations: arguments that the subordinate clauses are outside the c-command domain 
of the antecedent pronoun in the main clause do not hold. 

 
• His arguments are as follows for the various subordinate clause types: 
 
(a) Complement clauses are not adjoined:  

o Adjunct island effects: long-range A-bar movement is possible from inside a 
complement clause, but not from inside an adjunct clause, as shown in wh-
questions: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o Can get Condition C violations in complement clauses simultaneously with A-
bar movement out of the same clause: 

 

 
 
(b) Relative clauses are not correlatives or obligatorily extraposed:  

o Not correlatives: the head and clause of headed relative clauses form a 
constituent, as evidenced fom clefting; therefore, they are not 
discontinuous structures, as correlatives are generally assumed to be: 
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b. *swat ku=s-cwak-s  s=Mary [ta=s=kw7ikwlacw-mín-as=a]
who DET=NOM-wake-3POSS NOM=Mary [DET=NOM=dream-RED-3ERG=EXIS]

      *“Who did Mary wake up because she dreamed about?”

Moreover, we can get a Condition C violation into a complement clause simultaneously with A-
bar movement out of the same clause, as shown in the WH-question in (27) and the relative
clause in (28).
 
(27) swat ku=s-kw7íkwlacw-s i=sít.st=as [kw=s=cuz’ 
 who DET=NOM-dream-3POSS when(PAST)=night=3CNJ [DET=NOM=going.to

melyíh-s-as kw=s=Mary zánucwem]
marry-CAUS-3ERG DET=NOM=Mary next.year]

“Who did Maryi dream last night that shei was going to marry next year?”  (Literally:
Whoj did proi dream last night that Maryi was going to marry ej next year?)

(28) tsulh-ci-tsí-has=ha ta=tsítcw=a wa7 xát’-min’-as
point-IND-2SG.OBJ-3ERG=YNQ DET=house=EXIS IMPF want-RED-3ERG

[kw=s=tecwp-mín-as kw=s=Lémya7 kalál]
[DET=NOM=buy-RED-3ERG DET=NOM=Lémya7 soon]

“Did Lémya7i point out to you the house that shei wants to buy soon?”  (Literally:
Did proi point out to you the housej that proi wants Lémya7i to buy ei soon?)10

Turning to Condition C violations into relative clauses, an adjunction analysis would be
forced to treat relatives in Condition C-violating environments either as correlatives, or as
obligatorily extraposed. As far as the first option is concerned, there is no more motivation for a
correlative analysis of relative clauses in St’át’imcets than there is in English. Correlatives are
generally analyzed as discontinuous structures, with the relative clause adjoined directly to the
matrix clause, rather than forming a constituent with the modified NP. However, in St’át’imcets,
the head and the clause of a headed relative clause form a constituent, as evidenced by standard
tests such as clefting, which allows exactly one constituent to occupy the focus position, just as
in English:

(29) nilh [ta=sqáycw=a [ta=taw-en-ás=a
COP [DET=man=EXIS [DET=sell-TRA-3ERG=EXIS

s=Mary ta=púkw=a]] áts’x-en-as
NOM=Mary DET=book=EXIS]] see-TRA-3ERG

“It’s [the man Maryi sold the book to] that shei saw.”

                                                                        

10 I assume that relative clause formation in St’át’imcets involves the movement of an empty
element to clause-initial position, since it shows the standard diagnostics for A-bar movement:
see Davis (2004b) for further justification and discussion.
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(i) employing a temporal or locative adverb outside the Condition C-violating DP which
must unambiguously be interpreted as modifying the subordinate rather than the matrix
clause, as in (16), (22) and (23).

(ii) forcing VSO order in a subordinate clause containing a Condition C-defying subject, as
in (17), (18) and (21) (see the previous section for ways in which to force VSO order).

(iii) employing a double object construction with the subordinate theme DP outside a
Condition C-violating goal DP (19).

(iv) using possessor scrambling to ensure that a Condition C-defying possessor cannot be
construed as the matrix subject (20).

3.1 No resort to structure

Before proceeding further, it is important to re-iterate that there is no viable structural
explanation for the Condition C violations in (16-23). Such an explanation would have to posit
that all the subordinate clauses in these examples were outside the c-command domain of the
antecedent pronoun in the main clause. But this is untenable for any of the clause types in (16-
23).
 In the case of complement clauses, A-bar movement (as evidenced in relative clauses,
clefts, and WH-questions) provides solid evidence against an adjunction analysis. Long-range A-
bar movement is possible from inside a complement clause, but not from inside an adjunct
clause; in other words, St’át’imcets shows standard adjunct island effects, as shown in the
contrast between the WH-questions in (25) and (26). This would be unexpected if clausal
complements were in adjoined positions: in that case, we should expect long range movement to
be generally impossible, with no contrast between complement and adjunct clauses.

(25) swat ku=s-kw7íkwlacw-s s=Mary
 who DET=NOM-dream-3POSS NOM=Mary

[kw=s=cuz’ melyíh-s-as]
[DET=NOM=going.to marry-CAUS-3ERG]

“Who did Mary dream that she was going to marry?”9

(26) a.      *swat ku=s-cwák-s  s=Mary [i=kw7ikwlacw-mín-as]
who DET=NOM-wake-3POSS NOM=Mary [when(PAST)=dream-RED-3ERG]

 *“Who did Mary wake up when she dreamed about?”

                                                                        

9 A-bar extraction from the clausal complement of a formally intransitive verb triggers predicate
nominalization on the matrix verb; the subject of the nominalized verb is then represented by
possessive agreement morphology, as shown in (25) and (26).



o Not obligatorily extraposed: 
 Relative clauses can be extraposed in St’at’imcets. 
 However, extraposition is clause-bound, but coreference holds 

between matrix clause pronoun and an R-expression inside a 
relative clause which is embedded in a subordinate clause. 

 The pronoun therefore c-commands the R-expression whether or 
not the relative clause has been extraposed: 

 

 
 

(c) Locative and temporal adjuncts: 
o When an R-expression is bound within an adjunct, VP ellipsis shows that 

the adjuncts are within the c-command domain of the pronoun. The when 
clause, but not the matrix subject, may form part of VP ellipsis: 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An extraposition analysis is at least superficially more plausible, since relative clauses can
indeed be extraposed in St’át’imcets, under more or less the same conditions as in English (Davis
2005). However, extraposition still cannot account for Condition C violations into relative
clauses. This is because, just as in English, extraposition in St’át’imcets is strictly clause-bound;
but coreference can hold between a matrix clause pronoun and an R-expression inside a relative
clause which is itself embedded in a subordinate clause (30). Since in such cases extraposition
can only operate within the subordinate clause, the pronoun will c-command the R-expression
whether or not the relative clause has been extraposed.

(30) áylh=t’u7 tsún-ts-as [kw=s=cuz’ 
just.now=PART tell(TRA)-1SG.OBJ-3ERG [DET=NOM=going.to

núk’w7-an-as [ta=twéww’et=a [ta=tsícw=a
help-TRA-3ERG [DET=boy=EXIS [DET=went=EXIS

qwal’út-s-as s=Lémya7 i=nátcw=as]]]
speak-CAUS-3ERG NOM=Lémya7 when(PAST)=day=3CNJ]]]

“Just now Lémya7i told me shei is going to help the boy that shei spoke to
yesterday.” (Literally: Just now proi told me proi is going to help the boy that
Lémya7i spoke to yesterday.)

Finally, Condition C-violating configurations with an R-expression bound inside a locative
or temporal adjunct clause are also immune to a structural analysis, since the relevant adjuncts
can be shown to be in the c-command domain of the subject on the basis of VP ellipsis (Davis
2004a). This is shown in (31), where a Condition C-violating configuration with a “when” clause
serves as the antecedent for VP ellipsis (compare (22) above).

(31) papt  wa7 ka-nq’sán’k-a  [lh=ka-láx-s-as-a
always IMPF OOC-laugh-OOC [COMP=OOC-recall-CAUS-3ERG-OOC

kw=s=John ti7 ku=qwámqwmet száyten]
DET=NOM=John that DET=funny incident]

múta7 papt t’it kw=s=Mary
and always also DET=NOM=Mary

“Johni always laughs when hei remembers that funny incident, and Mary always
does, too.” (Literally: proi always laughs when Johni remembers that funny incident,
and Maryj always [VP e ], too (i.e., Maryj always laughs when proj recalls that funny
incident.))11

Suppose the “when” clause in the antecedent to ellipsis in (31) were adjoined high enough to be
outside of the c-command domain of the coreferent matrix pro. In that case, given normal

                                                                        

11 This example is interesting for other reasons: in particular, it exhibits a form of ‘vehicle
change’ (Fiengo and May 1994) whereby a pronoun in the antecedent VP apparently licenses an
R-expression in the elided VP.
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11 This example is interesting for other reasons: in particular, it exhibits a form of ‘vehicle
change’ (Fiengo and May 1994) whereby a pronoun in the antecedent VP apparently licenses an
R-expression in the elided VP.
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conditions on structural parallelism between the antecedent and the target of VP ellipsis, one
would expect that the adjunct clause in the ellipsis target would also be outside the domain of the
subject. But as (31) shows, the “when” clause (but crucially, not the subject) may form part of
the ellipsis. Hence, the “when” clause in the antecedent must be in the c-command domain of the
antecedent matrix subject pro.

I conclude (reinforcing the conclusions of Matthewson et al. 1993 and Davis 1994a) that no
plausible structural account can handle the Condition C violations in (16-23).12

4  The domain of Condition C in St’át’imcets

While systematic, Condition C violations in St’át’imcets are by no means unconstrained. On the
contrary, they are subject to the following condition, first proposed by Matthewson (1993):

(32) Condition C with R-expressions is respected within clauses but not across clause
boundaries

In all the cases of Condition C violations in (16-23), the antecedent and the bound R-expression
are separated by at least one clause boundary. However, obligatory disjoint reference obtains
between a c-commanding pronoun and a coindexed R-expression when the R-expression is either
a co-argument of the pronoun or the possessor of a DP in the same clause as the pronoun.

The first case is illustrated in (33).

(33) a. wa7 xwey-s-ás kw=s=John
IMPF love-CAUS-3ERG DET=NOM=John
“S/he loves John.” (Literally: proi loves Johnj.)

     *“John loves himself.” (Literally: *proi loves Johni.)

                                                                        

12 The arguments given here do not rule out a second type of structural solution, suggested by
Foreman (2005) for ‘backwards binding’ in several Zapotecan languages. Under this analysis,
based on Polinski and Potsdam’s (2002) account of ‘backward control’ in Malagasy and Tsez,
apparent binding violations in Zapotec involve LF movement of an embedded possessor into a
matrix subject position. Since LF movement, like overt movement, is subject to a c-command
licensing condition, ‘Condition C violations’ are actually expected on this analysis. However,
other considerations rule it out for St’át’imcets. In particular, it is crucial on the LF movement
account that the subject ‘antecedent’ of backwards binding be featurally non-distinct from the
‘anaphor’, since they form a movement chain at LF. As Foreman points out, this means that the
antecedent for backwards binding in Zapotec cannot be pronominal. However, in St’át’imcets,
both null and overt pronouns can act as antecedents in backwards binding contexts (see 4.3
below). It is difficult to imagine how a movement account would handle these cases.
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b. tecwp-cít-as ta=smúlhats=a ta=tsítsel=a kapúh
buy-IND-3ERG DET=woman=EXIS DET=new=EXIS coat
“S/he bought the woman a new coat.” (Literally: proi bought the womanj a new coat.)
*“The woman bought herself a new coat.” (Literally: *proi bought the womani a new
coat.)13

Within standard Binding Theory, the missing coreferent readings in (33) are Condition C
violations, since the R-expression is c-commanded by a coindexed pronoun in an A-position.
However, as pointed out by Demirdache (1997), these cases can readily be accounted for as
violations of Condition B rather than Condition C within the reformulated Binding Theory of
Reinhart and Reuland (1993). Reinhart and Reuland’s formulation of Condition B is given in
(34) (simplified for expository purposes).

(34) A Reflexive Predicate must be Reflexive-marked

Under this version of Condition B, the coreferent readings of (33) are ruled out because the
predicate in each case is interpreted as reflexive but is not reflexive-marked. Moreover, since the
Reinhart-Reuland version of Condition B is sensitive to the co-argument relation rather than to c-
command, it is inherently clause bound. As Demirdache points out, it will therefore rule out the
missing readings in (33), but will not extend to the grammatical cases of cross-clausal
covaluation in (16-23).

The other cases of blocked clause-internal coreference cannot be reduced to Condition B
violations, however. They all involve potential coreference between a pronoun and an R-
expression in a possessor position, either embedded inside another possessive phrase (35), in a
coordinate phrase (36) or in a PP (37). (Note that all these examples have been constructed to
avoid potentially confounding structures where the possessor can be interpreted as the subject of
the main predicate.)

 (35) a. [áts’x-en-as [ta=skícza7-s=a [s=John ta=snúk’wa7-s=a]]
[see-TRA-3ERG [DET=mother-3POSS=EXIS [NOM=JohnDET=friend-3POSS=EXIS]]
“S/hei saw Johnj’s friend’s mother.”
*“Johni saw hisi friend’s mother.” (Literally: *proi saw Johni’s friend’s mother.)

b. áts’x-en-as [[ta=skícza7-s=a  s=John] ta=snúk’wa7-s=a]
see-TRA-3ERG [[DET=mother-3POSS=EXIS NOM=John] DET=friend-3POSS=EXIS]
“S/hei saw Johnj’s mother’s friend.”
*“Johni saw hisi mother’s friend.” (Literally: *proi saw Johni’s mother’s
friend.)14

                                                                        
13 The One Nominal Interpretation effect rules out the other possible interpretation for these
examples, with an overt DP subject and a pro object, i.e *“Johni loves proj” (a) and *“The
womani bought proj a new coat” (b).
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responsible for blocking coreference by creating SCO configurations (as argued by 
Demirdache 1997): 

 

 

 
 
• Conclusion: Generalisation in (32) is a genuine difference between St’at’imcets and 

European languages: Condition C applies in clauses, but not between clauses. 
 
• Solution: Three-way parametrization of original Condition C: 
 

 
 
• This accounts for clause-internal disjoint reference effects in St’at’imcets, as well as 

the domain in English and the lack of disjoint reference effects in Nuu-chah-nulth.  
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 (36) a. tsew’-n-ás [s=John múta7 [s=Mary ta=qéqtsek-s=a]]
kick-TRA-3ERG [NOM=John and [NOM=Mary DET=older.brother-3POSS=EXIS]]
“S/hei kicked John and Maryj’s older brother.”
*“Maryi kicked John and heri older brother.” (Literally: *proi kicked John and
Maryi’s older brother.)

b. pzán-as [s=John múta7 [s=Mary ta=skícza7-s=a]]
meet(TRA)-3ERG [NOM=John and [NOM=Mary DET=mother-3POSS=EXIS]]
“S/hei met John and Maryj’s mother.”

     *“Maryi met John and heri mother.” (Literally: *proi met John and Maryi’s mother.)

(37) a. áts’x-en-as kw=s=Bill [l=s=John ta=tsítcw-s=a]
see-TRA-3ERG DET=NOM=Bill [in=NOM=John DET=house-3POSS=EXIS]
“S/hei saw Bill in John’sj’s house.”

      *“Johni saw Bill in hisi house.” (Literally: *proi saw Bill in Johni’s house.)

b. wa7 mán’c-em [l=s=John ta=tsítcw-s=a]
IMPF smoke-MID [in=NOM =John DET=house-3POSS=EXIS]
“S/hei smokes in Johnj’s house.”

      *“Johni smokes in hisi house.” (Literally: *proi smokes in Johni’s house.)

These examples are all prima facie cases of Condition C effects, as originally observed for
sentences like (36) by Matthewson (1993) and for sentences like (35) by Davis (1994a).
However, unlike the cases in (33), they cannot easily be accommodated to Reinhart and
Reuland’s Condition B, since the relevant dependencies are not between co-arguments, but at
best between arguments of co-arguments or arguments of arguments of co-arguments (even
assuming possessors can be construed as arguments). Moreover, there is nothing about
possessors per se in St’át’imcets that blocks coreference: possessor DPs may violate Condition
C, as long as there is a clause boundary between the antecedent pronoun and the coreferent DP.
Relevant cases are given in (38):

(38) a. xát’-min’-as [kw=n=s=nas áts’x-en
want-RED-3ERG [DET=1SG.POSS=NOM=go see-TRA

[ta=snúk’wa7-s=a s=Lémya7] natcw]
[DET=friend-3POSS=EXIS NOM=Lémya7] tomorrow]

“Lémya7i wants me to go and see heri friend tomorrow.” (Literally: proi wants me to
go see Lémya7i’s friend tomorrow.)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

14 The interpretations given here are not the only ones possible for these strings, but they are the
only ones possible under the relevant bracketing.
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b. xát’-min’-as [kw=n=s=nas áts’x-en
want-RED-3ERG [DET=1SG.POSS=NOM=go see-TRA
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[NOM=Lémya7 DET=friend-3POSS=EXIS] tomorrow]

“Lémya7i wants me to go and see heri friend tomorrow.”  (Literally: proi wants me to
go see Lémya7i’s friend tomorrow.)

In these examples it is irrelevant whether the bound possessor DP is in its base-generated
position (as in (38a)) or scrambled in front of the possessum (as in (38b)). This argues against an
alternative account of blocked clause-internal coreference proposed by Demirdache (1997).
Demirdache suggests that what is crucial about examples like (35-37) is that in each case the
Condition C violating possessor DP has been scrambled in front of the possessum.15 She goes on
to argue that possessor scrambling in St’át’imcets has the effect of creating a strong crossover
configuration, since the scrambled possessor is in an A’-position, blocking binding of its trace (a
syntactic variable) from a c-commanding A-position. (As we will see in 5.1, strong crossover is
respected in St’át’imcets.) But this account will generalize automatically to examples like (38b),
incorrectly also blocking coreference in these cases.

I conclude that the generalization in (33) represents an irreducible difference between
conditions on disjoint reference in St’át’imcets and in Standard Average European. We will now
turn to the form of the relevant parametrization.

4.1 Binding domains  and parametric variation

There is but a single viable candidate for a parametrizable, domain-sensitive condition on
syntactic dependencies: the original Condition C itself. This may come as a surprise, given that
the predominant consensus amongst those working on binding theory is that Condition C doesn’t
(or at least shouldn’t) exist. (Though of course there is much less unanimity on what exactly
should replace it: see Safir 2004b, Reinhart 2006 for different views). Worse still, the idea that
referential dependencies involving names should be subject to parametric variation runs smack
against the influential universalist hypothesis on anaphora, as articulated particularly clearly by
Safir (2004a). According to this hypothesis, none of the conditions, mechanisms, or principles of
anaphora should ever be subject to cross-linguistic variation. And even the universalist
hypothesis is a sub-plot of a larger theme – the idea that while grammatical principles are well-
established and here to stay, the search for parameters has been fruitless, and should be
abandoned (Newmeyer 2005).

Nevertheless, the St’át’imcets facts clearly speak to the need for a parametrized
Condition C, or a close equivalent. Furthermore, there is cross-linguistic evidence for a third
value for the domain parameter proposed here. As documented in Davis, Waldie and Wojdak (in
press), Nuu-chah-nulth (a.k.a. Nootka), a Southern Wakashan language unrelated to St’át’imcets

                                                                        

15 Scrambling is necessary in these cases in order to ensure that the possessor is embedded
within the possessive DP, rather than being analyzed as an argument of the matrix clause.
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but part of the same Pacific Northwest sprachbund, shows a remarkably similar binding profile,
except in one respect: disjoint reference effects are completely absent.16 In particular, the robust
Condition C effects with clause-mate possessors shown by both St’át’imcets - see (35-37) above
- and neighbouring Thompson River Salish (Koch 2006) are absent in Nuu-chah-nulh.17

This gives us a binding domain parameter for Condition C with three values, organized –
much like the domain parameters suggested for Binding Condition A in classic work by Manzini
and Wexler (1987) - in a subset relation. The most restricted system is that of English and other
Standard Average European systems, where R-expressions must be free in the maximal domain
of c-command (the sentence). The St’át’imcets system is less restricted, since R-expressions
need only be free in the minimal clause. And the least restricted system is that of Nuu-chah-
nulth, where R-expressions need not be free anywhere. This three-way split is represented in the
parametrized version of Condition C given below:

(39) Condition C
An R-expression must be A-free in its minimal binding domain, where binding domain is
defined as:

(i) the sentence (English)
(ii) the clause (St’át’imcets)
(iii) absent (Nuuchah-nulth)

The condition in (39ii) will take care of clause-internal disjoint reference effects in St’át’imcets.
Next, we turn to another area where St’át’imcets shows standard disjoint reference effects: bound
variable anaphora with a quantificational antecedent.

5. Bound variables

In all the cases of Condition C violations that we have seen so far, the element at the foot of the
dependency is some form of referring expression – either a proper name, or a DP introduced by
an existence-asserting determiner. This leaves open the possibility that Condition C-defying
behaviour in St’át’imcets is confined to the coreference system, and as such should be treated not

                                                                        

16 Crucially, however SCO effects are present in Nuu-chah-nulth, providing evidence for a
separate, non-parametrized condition on bound variable anaphora. See Section 5.1 below.
17 It is worth noting that while almost identical, the binding domains of St’át’imcets and
Thompson River Salish do differ in one way. As reported by Koch (2006), Condition C-violating
dependencies into relative clauses, as opposed to complement or adjunct clauses, are impossible
in Thompson, while as shown in (19), (20), and (30), they are relatively easy to elicit in
St’át’imcets. This indicates that there may be a further (Thompson-specific) value of the binding
domain parameter, though how exactly to represent it structurally is a non-trivial matter.



5. Cross-sentential Dependencies and Linking Theory 
 
5.1. Rampant cataphora 

 
• In traditional terms, cataphors (backwards anaphors) must have discourse antecedents 

in cross-clausal contexts. 
 
• In St’at’imcets, backwards anaphora/cataphora is possible even in the absence of a 

discourse antecedent (these examples are discourse-initial): 

 
 

 
 
• Note: In these examples, Davis’ analysis relies on the fact that nilh ‘then’ and tu7 

‘but’ connect clauses, and never phrasal constituents. He doesn’t provide any 
evidence for this here, but because the DP in the second clause is final in the 
examples in this section, this leaves open the possibility that nilh and t’u7 are 
conjoining VPs , if the final DP is reconstrued as the matrix subject. 

 
5.2. Linking Theory Analysis  

 
• Linking Theory differs from index-based theories of anaphoric dependency because it 

is (a) inherently asymmetric, and (b) not structure-dependent.  
 
• Linking mechanism: 

 
• Safir (2004) proposes the following constraint on linking dependency: 

 

 
 

• Davis proposes the following addition (because INP is too strong for St’at’imcets): 
Outside the domain of Condition C, anaphoric dependencies are insensitive to c-
command. 
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(62) [ulhcw (pro)] nilh [s=mítsa7q=s s=John]
[enter (pro)] then [NOM=sit.down=3POSS NOM=John]
“John entered and then he sat down.” (Literally: proi entered and then Johni sat down)

The conjunction nilh “and then” can only be used to connect clauses, never phrasal constituents.
Both predicates in (62) therefore contain subjects, though since third persons are zero-marked in
intransitive indicative clauses, the subject of ulhcw “enter” is a non-overt pro. In fact, it is also
possible to show an overt pronominal subject in the first conjunct of a sequence like (62), by
using the third person plural pronominal clitic =wit:

(63) [úlhcw=wit] nilh [s= mítsa7q=i i=ucwalmícw=a]
[enter=3PL.SU] then [NOM=sit.down=3PL.POSS PL.DET=people=EXIS]
“[The people]i entered and then theyi sat down.” (Literally: Theyi entered and then [the
people]i sat down.)

Cataphoric dependencies are not limited to clauses connected by nilh. They occur in other inter-
sentential contexts, as shown in the discourse fragments in (64), where the sentences are
connected by the conjunction t’u7 “but” and in (65), where they are temporally ordered by the
discourse adverb aylh “then, next”:

(64) tálh-lec (pro) t’u7 [plán=tu7 lháp-en-as
stand.up-AUT (pro) but [already=PAST forget-TRA-3ERG

ku=cúz’ s-qwal’út-s s=Mary]
DET=going.to NOM-speak-3POSS NOM=Mary]

“Maryi stood up, but shei had already forgotten what shei was going to say.” (Literally:
proi stood up, but Maryi had already forgotten what proi was going to say.)

(65) súcwt-en-as ta=kúkwpi7=a (pro), tálh-lec aylh s=Mary
recognize-TRA-3ERG DET=chief=EXIS (pro), stand.up-AUT then NOM=Mary
“Shei recognized the chief, and then Maryi

 
stood up.” (Literally: proi stood up, and then

Maryi recognized the chief.)

It could, of course, be argued that the examples in (62-65) all involve accommodation to an
implicit discourse antecedent, and therefore count as ‘special’ cases, parallel to the English
examples in (59-60). However, backwards anaphora in St’át’imcets is perfectly fine discourse
initially, even without invoking the special circumstances necessary to render the English
discourses in (59) and (60) coherent. This can be seen in the discourse fragment in (66), which is
deliberately constructed to mimic the beginning of a traditional story (the phrase na spála7sa is
the equivalent to English “once upon a time”).
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(66) na=s-pála7-s=a [tayt (pro)] nilh [s=wa7=s
ABS.DET=NOM-one-3POSS=EXIS hungry (pro)] then [NOM=IMPF=3POSS

cwíl’-em ku=s7ílhen ta=nk’yáp=a]
seek-MID DET=food DET=coyote=EXIS]

“Once upon a time, a coyotei was hungry so hei was looking for food.” (Literally: Once
upon a time, proi was hungry so a coyotei was looking for food.)

Speakers find (66) fully acceptable, and identical in meaning to an equivalent sequence where
the positions of pro and ta nk’yápa “a coyote” are reversed.  Cataphoric discourse sequences
such as (66) are not limited to pro; just as in the other cases of discourse cataphora we have
examined, the plural pronoun =wit may also precede a coreferential (plural) DP:

(67) na=s-pála7-s=a [tayt=wit] nilh [s=wa7=s
ABS.DET=NOM-one-3POSS=EXIS [hungry=3PL] then [NOM=IMPF=3POSS

cwíl’-em ku=s7ílhen ta=nk’yáp=a múta7 ta=sxgwálcw=a]
seek-MID DET=food DET=coyote=EXIS and DET=fox=EXIS]

“Once upon a time, [a coyote and a fox]i were hungry so theyi were looking for food.”
(Literally: Once upon a time, theyi were hungry so [a coyote and a fox]i were looking for
food.)

Further support for the claim that (61) is inoperative in St’át’imcets is provided by discourse
sequences where a cataphoric dependency can be established even when a competing anaphoric
dependency is possible. Thus, compare (68) below with (62) above (where both occur discourse-
initially):

(68) qwel’qwal’él’t wi=s=Mary múta7  s=John
converse(REDUP) PL=NOM=Mary and NOM=John

[ulhcw (pro)] nilh [s=mítsa7q=s ta=sám7=a]
[enter (pro)] then [NOM=sit=3POSS DET=white.person=EXIS]

“Mary and John were chatting. A white person came in and sat down.” (Literally: Mary
and John were chatting. S/hei came in and then [a white person]i sat down.)

Though there is clearly a potential discourse antecedent for pro in (68) (either of the names
embedded in the coordinate subject), pro is coreferent here with the following R-expression ta
sám7a “a white person”, which introduces a new discourse referent. Condition (61) would
predict the sequence in (68) to be infelicitous, yet it is perfectly acceptable to St’át’imcets
speakers.

These examples demonstrate that cross-sentential cataphoric dependencies in St’át’imcets
are not necessarily anaphoric to a previously introduced discourse referent, unlike those in
English and other well-studied systems: instead, they constitute genuine cases of ‘reverse
dependency’, where a pronoun is introduced prior to a covalued name.
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As pointed out above, reverse dependencies in cross-sentential contexts are actually
predicted to occur in languages with apparent Condition C violations in sentence-internal
contexts, as long as we regard the latter as actually outside the domain of Condition C altogether.
In further support of this prediction, it turns out that exactly the same correlation has been
observed in other ‘Condition C-defying’ languages, including Thompson River Salish (Koch
2006) and the unrelated Southern Wakashan language Nuu-chah-nulth (Davis et al. in press).27 I
conclude that Condition C violations in these languages are simply the sentence-internal
equivalents of cross-sentential cataphoric dependencies. It follows that an explanatory theory of
one must cover the other, a task to which we now turn.

6.2  Linking

First formulated in the work of Higginbotham (1983, 1985), the theory of linking has remained
the major alternative to the Chomsky-Reinhart index-based theory of anaphoric dependency ever
since (see e.g. Hornstein 1995 and Safir 2004b). There are two crucial properties of linking
which differentiate it from its alternatives, and make it suitable for our present purposes: it is
inherently asymmetric, independent of the structural configuration in which it occurs; and since
it is not structure-dependent, it can easily generalize from intra-sentential to inter-sentential
contexts. The linking mechanism itself is extremely simple: it involves an arrow whose head
corresponds to the ‘antecedent’ and whose tail corresponds to the ‘dependent’, as in (69):

(69) …antecedent……………….dependent…

Crucially, nothing in this mechanism mandates any particular structural or linear relation
between the elements of the dependency. In fact, in this respect, linking is too liberal, since
without supplemental constraints, it will generate any kind of dependency at all. For example,
Safir (2004b: 3) constrains his linking-based approach to formal dependency with a structural
condition, the Independence Principle, which specifically bans any dependency where the
dependent element c-commands its antecedent:

(70) Independence Principle (INP)
If x depends on y, then x cannot c-command y.

Obviously, the INP is too strong for our purposes, since it will rule out precisely the c-command
defying dependencies that we are seeking to account for. Moreover, since it specifically invokes
                                                                        

27 Further support for the non-accidental nature of the correlation between c-command and
precedence violations in St’át’imcets is provided by Lower St’át’imcets speakers who do not
tolerate Condition C violations (see footnote 3 above). These speakers also show an English-like
pattern of cross-sentential anaphora, in which cataphoric dependencies are limited to those where
a discourse referent has either been overtly supplied or can be readily accommodated.
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As pointed out above, reverse dependencies in cross-sentential contexts are actually
predicted to occur in languages with apparent Condition C violations in sentence-internal
contexts, as long as we regard the latter as actually outside the domain of Condition C altogether.
In further support of this prediction, it turns out that exactly the same correlation has been
observed in other ‘Condition C-defying’ languages, including Thompson River Salish (Koch
2006) and the unrelated Southern Wakashan language Nuu-chah-nulth (Davis et al. in press).27 I
conclude that Condition C violations in these languages are simply the sentence-internal
equivalents of cross-sentential cataphoric dependencies. It follows that an explanatory theory of
one must cover the other, a task to which we now turn.
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• The INP applies in the (parametrically variable) binding domain relevant for 
Condition C (see 39 above).  
 

• In St’at’imcets, the domain of Condition C is the clause. The INP therefore fails to 
apply in cross-clausal or cross-sentential dependencies.  

 
5.3. Nature of the Antecedent 

 
• The initial element in Condition C is always a pronoun, and can only be a pronoun—

either null pro or an overt pronoun (e.g. 3pl =wit and strong pronoun snilh). 
 
• Other types of nominal expressions, such as demonstratives and DPs, cannot act as 

the antecedent for referring expressions (as in European languages): 

 
• Possible explanation for antecedent asymmetry: 

o Because pronouns have minimal descriptive content, they make poor openers 
in discourse. 

o In English and other European languages, personal pronouns are definite: they 
come with a pragmatic presupposition of familiarity. 

o Pronouns in Condition C-violating languages in the Pacific Northwest may 
lack the familiarity conditions that are present in European languages. This 
plausibly follows from the lack of definite determiners in the languages, and 
the lack of presuppositions.  

o Cataphoric dependencies are marked relative to anaphoric dependencies 
(because they lack descriptive content), but they are still possible. 

 
6. Conclusion 
• Davis (2008) provides an account for the range of coreference facts found in 

St’at’imcets by modifying previously proposed theories, including the classic 
definition of Condition C, the Reinhart (2006) theory of binding, and Linking Theory. 

• This accounts for the majority of the facts. However, the focus and the ellipsis facts 
remain unaccounted for.  
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(72) tsút=ti7 [kw=a=s papt wa7  
say=DEM [DET(NOM)=IMPF=3POSS always IMPF

nkal-s-tum’í-has ta=zúscal=a]
follow-CAUS-2SG.OBJ-3ERG DET=policeman=EXIS]

“[That one]*i/j says that [the policeman]i is always following you.”

(73) tsún-ts-as kw=s=Pikáola [kw=s=cuy’=s
say(TRA)-1SG.OBJ-3ERG DET=NOM=Pikáola [DET=NOM=going.to=3POSS

xlit-en-túmulh-as (*kw=s=Pikáola) e=ta=tsítcw-s=a
call-TRA-1PL.OBJ-3ERG (*DET=NOM=Pikáola)to=DET=house-3POSS=EXIS

natcw lh=nán’atcw=as]
tomorrow COMP=morning=3CNJ]

“Pikáolai told me *Pikáolai/!hei is going to invite us to his house tomorrow
morning.”

Consultant A’s comment: ‘Pikaola is doubled up.’
Consultant B’s comment: ‘If you had two Pikáolas, it would be okay.’

It is important to emphasize the difference in status between examples such as those in (72-73)
and the pronoun-name dependencies we have been investigating in the rest of this paper. Though
the latter are not generally produced spontaneously, they are readily accepted by the same
speakers who roundly reject cases of demonstrative-name and name-name coreference (as
reflected in the consultants’ comments on (73)). This difference is important in that it provides
crucial evidence against an account of Condition C violations in Salish based on well-known
cases of unexpected coreference in English. As originally pointed out by Evans (1980), the
deviance of Condition C-violating configurations with names in English can be overcome in
certain special contexts: roughly, those where coreference is being asserted rather than
presupposed (see also Reinhart 1983, Tancredi 1995, Heim 1998, Safir 2004b inter alia). Such
contexts include assertions of identity, as in (74), as well as contexts where either the antecedent
or the c-commanded name is focused (either by intonation alone, as in (75), or with a
focus-associated element such as even or only, as in (76-77)).

(74) Hei/Johni is [the cook]i.

(75) Well, HEi/JOHNi thinks Johni is a good cook.

(76) Even HEi/JOHNi thinks Johni is a good cook.

(77) Only HEi/JOHNi thinks Johni is a good cook.

Whatever the ultimate explanation for the absence of obviation in English cases like (74-
77), it cannot extend to Condition C violations in St’át’imcets. In English names are generally


